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Overview

1 - Our Picture of the Universe at Different Scales
(Dark Matter enters here)

2 - Our Picture of the Whole Universe
(Dark Energy enters here)

3 - Dark Energy?

4 - Dark Energy!



  

Aim

For you to remember my talk every time you 
see.... This!



  

1. Our Picture of the Universe



  

Earth 



  

Earth
● Structure of Planets
● Atmospheric Physics
● Planetary Formation  

Nice flyover youtube video at: tinyurl.com/IoAflyover



  

1. Our Picture of the Universe



  

      Solar System Physics
● Solar Physics
● Newtonian Gravity
● Many other interesting things  



  

1. Our Picture of the Universe



  

Galaxy Physics
● [insert any number of interesting topics here]
● Rotation Curves

Need Dark Matter!  



  

1. Our Picture of the Universe



  

Galaxy Clusters
● Require Dark Matter for many observations:

● Gravitational Lensing
● Cluster Collisions
● Large scale structure formation



  

LSS simulation



  

LSS simulation



  

Our Picture of the Universe



  

2. How do we understand a whole Universe?

● We cannot observe all of it.

● We can make assumptions about it.

● We have many  '' laws of physics ''.



  

Einstein's Field Equations of General Relativity

gives the effect on spacetime

is just a number (ignore!)

is the matter/energy/stuff in the spacetime



  

What does this look like?



  

What does this get us?



  

Now we can model our universe!

... what is the history and the future of our universe?



  

So what is the fate of our universe?



  

3. An unexpected twist!

Expansion is 
Accelerating!



  

A Big Difference...



  

So what could cause this acceleration..?

We need some energy in the universe that acts 'oppositely' to gravity.

We call this energy....

Dark Energy!



  

So how much of this energy is there?

.......... most of the universe is dark energy..........



  

4. What is Dark Energy?

Current research is focussing on several ideas...

''Space just expands'' (Vacuum Energy)



  

'' Vacuum Energy ''

Empty space (vacuum) pushes outwards

Quantum Mechanics says:

''our estimates are about 10120 times too large ''

(that's 1,0000000000,0000000000,0000000000,0000000000,0000000000,
              0000000000,0000000000,0000000000,0000000000,0000000000 times too large)



  

4. What is Dark Energy?

Current research is focussing on several ideas...

''Space just expands'' (Vacuum Energy)

''A fifth force'' (Quintessence)



  

'' Quintessence ''

A fifth force that we missed....



  

4. What is Dark Energy?

Current research is focussing on several ideas...

''Space just expands'' (Vacuum Energy)

''A fifth force'' (Quintessence)

''We made a mistake'' (Modifying Gravity)



  

Modifying our Gravity Theory



  

Modifying our Gravity Theory



  

4. What is Dark Energy?

Current research is focussing on several ideas...

''Space just expands'' (Vacuum Energy)

''A fifth force'' (Quintessence)

''We made a mistake'' (Modifying Gravity)

Other ideas welcome!



  

Conclusion

We don't really know what it is... but we can see what it is doing!
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